
MOST GRATEFUL APPRECIATION
FROM

YOUNG TEXAS ARTISTS

YOUNG TEXAS ARTISTS (YTA) is a one-of-a-kind non-profit presenter of music competitions 
and events, career development programs and cultural enrichment outreach. We educate, 

inspire and build audiences for classical music and the other fine arts.
YTA has been inspiring excellence in Texas since 1983.

YOUNG TEXAS ARTISTS has helped to launch careers of more than 2,500 classical musicians 
and enrich the cultural quality of our communities. YTA also has become a cultural jewel of 
Texas with national and international recognition. These achievements have been possible 
only with support from our exceptional donors and volunteers. 

Emerging Texas artists have seen dreams come true. YTA alumni include a Grammy winner 
and two nominees, leading singers at the Metropolitan Opera, a 2017 silver medalist in the 
famed Van Cliburn International  Piano Competition, and others performing or teaching at 
major companies and conservatories around the world. 

Two cornerstones of YTA are the acclaimed Young Texas Artists Music Competition
and the new YTA Career Development Program. They provide important professional 
guidance and performance opportunities vital to progress and jobs.    

An Official Music Competition of the State of Texas, the YTA contest is unique. It is open to 
classical artists, ages 18-32, who are Texas residents or affiliated with a Texas music school. 
It is also the only Texas competition with four divisions: Voice; Piano; Strings; and Orchestral 
Instruments. Judges are distinguished professionals from leading orchestras, operas and 
music conservatories. 

Thankfully, the 2020 YTA Competition was completed. However, the popular Finalists’ 
Concert & Awards,  Bach, Beethoven & Barbecue benefit gala, and YTA Circle events  
sadly were cancelled for 2020 and 2021 due to the pandemic. Their 2022 return is highly-
anticipated, along with other popular YTA programs and community outreach.

YOUNG TEXAS ARTISTS, INC. is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization founded and headquartered in 
Conroe, Montgomery County, Texas.

In 1918, in the midst of a global pandemic and World War I, this classic was 

composed by musical theater greats, Jerome Kern and B.G. DeSylva. Their 

timeless words inspire us with gratitude and hope for brighter days ahead.

LOOK FOR THE 
SILVER LINING

Look for the silver lining,  
When e’er a cloud appears in the blue.

Remember somewhere the sun is shining, 
And so the right thing to do, 

Is make it shine for you.

A heart, full of joy and gladness, 
Will always banish sadness and strife.

So always look for the silver lining,
and try to find the sunny side of life.

OUR MISSION IS TO

ENCOURAGE EXCELLENCE

IN YOUNG TEXAS MUSICIANS,

INSPIRE THEIR AUDIENCES

AND ENRICH THE CULTURAL

LIFE OF OUR STATE.

Silver Linings
THE CAMPAIGN FOR YOUNG TEXAS ARTISTS
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        March 24, 2021

GREETINGS FROM YOUNG TEXAS ARTISTS!

It’s spring! We hope that you and your loved ones are seeing silver linings in all you 
have endured.  Much has changed for us all, and we are grateful to give you some 
good news about YTA. 

YOUNG TEXAS ARTISTS is positively energized to survive cancellations of our 2020 
and 2021 seasons.  We are focused on financial stability, more career assistance for 
promising young people and a big comeback for our artists and audiences in 2022.

We are thrilled to announce a $50,000 Matching Grant Challenge to launch our first 
Annual Fund.  If you contribute any amount by May 15, your gift will be doubled — 
matched dollar for dollar.  You could help raise $100,000 in eight weeks!

This especially will help double the prize money and other awards in our Young Texas 
Artists Music Competition and extend benefits to YTA alumni. For so many of our 
classical musicians, the lockdowns have been devastating.

For more details on our great matching grant, please see the enclosed brochure. We 
need your help!  Your gift will be doubled and most profoundly appreciated.

With my gratitude and all good wishes,

Susie Moore Pokorski
President/CEO
YOUNG TEXAS ARTISTS 

Young Texas Artists, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. 

1608 PINE OAK DRIVE, CONROE, TEXAS 77304     936.756.7017      ytasusiep@gmail.com 
YOUNGTEXASARTISTS.ORG
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YOUR GIFT WILL BE DOUBLED!
$50,000 MATCHING GRANT TO RAISE $100,000!

This exciting opportunity is offered by a group of generous YTA supporters, the $50,000 CHALLENGE
LEADERSHIP TEAM. They have stepped forward with a $50,000 PLEDGE TO MATCH 100% OF EVERY 
2021 GIFT RAISED, UP TO A TOTAL $50,000, BY MAY 15TH. This means, their $50,000 MATCHING 
GRANT CHALLENGE COULD GENERATE A FOUNDATIONAL $100,000 toward the overall Campaign goal 
of $250,000. This is critical to the Campaign! 

WE MUST SEIZE THE MOMENT AND NOT MISS OUT! PLEASE HELP US RAISE $50,000 BY MAY 15TH 
TO QUALIFY FOR THE MATCH. YOUR MATCHED GIFT GOES TWICE AS FAR.

$250 BECOMES $500   ~   $500 BECOMES $1,000   ~   $1,000 BECOMES $2,000   ~   $2,500 BECOMES $5,000   ~   

$3,500 BECOMES $7,000   ~   $5,000 BECOMES $10,000   ~   $10,000 BECOMES $20,000                                                                                                   

TO ENSURE   increased cash awards and performance prizes

TO ENSURE   more career development and mentoring for struggling young musicians

TO ENSURE   more cultural programs for the community

TO ENSURE   a great 2022 comeback:   

The new YTA Arts Weekend (featuring YTA Music Competition, Finalists’ Concert & Awards, Bach, 
Beethoven & Barbecue gala and more); as well as Classic Cabarets; Career Development and 
Management Seminars; YTA Circle, YTA Insights and other cultural community programs.  

PLAN TO BE DAZZLED!

 PLEASE ACCEPT THE CHALLENGE AND MAKE A GIFT OR PLEDGE TODAY!

WITH GRATITUDE
$50,000 CHALLENGE LEADERSHIP TEAM

CAROL & DR. DOUGLAS AYCOCK

ANNETTE & KEN HALLOCK

JANIE & RICHARD KOBES

SUSIE & JIM POKORSKI 

MIMI & ALAN “BARB” SADLER

AMY & GEORGE SOWERS

GABRIELE & JOHN TRYON                           

SPECIAL THANKS

TO AN ANONYMOUS DONOR FOR KINDLY UNDERWRITING THESE ANNUAL FUND PRINTED MATERIALS

 

ALL DONORS WILL BE YTA ANNUAL FUND CHARTER MEMBERS. DONORS OF $250 AND ABOVE  

WILL BE HONORED AT A SPECIAL PERFORMANCE AND PARTY NEXT FALL.

WHAT THEY ARE SAYING

THE CAMPAIGN FOR YOUNG TEXAS ARTISTS

Silver Linings 
YOUNG TEXAS ARTISTS (YTA) is seriously challenged by cancellation of our 2020 and 2021 seasons. However, the 

challenges are offset by many silver linings — unparalleled opportunities to rebound and serve our current artists, 

alumni, audiences and communities better than ever before. The future is promising! 

To sustain the organization and make the promise a reality — now with the silver lining of time — we are making big 

plans and launching our inaugural annual fund, THE CAMPAIGN FOR YOUNG TEXAS ARTISTS. Please join us! 

The Campaign Goal is $250,000 by June 30, 2021 (end of the YTA fiscal year). Lead gifts of $45,000 are already in, and 

a most generous $50,000 matching grant can help raise the remaining $205,000. 

ALONG WITH CRITICAL YTA FINANCIAL STABILITY, THIS FUNDING WILL MEAN:

FOR YTA COMPETITION PARTICIPANTS: 

 * Cash Awards ─ double to $40,000

 * Performance Awards ─ add important Texas opportunities 

 * Career Development ─ expand and include individual mentoring 

 * Alumni Services – offer career development and performance opportunities

FOR YTA AUDIENCES AND COMMUNITIES, LOCAL AND STATEWIDE:

 *  Free YTA Cultural Enrichment Series ─ “YTA Insights: A Journey into the World of Classical Music” 

performances, interviews and Q & A (initial funding by a City of Conroe grant)                                  

 *  Increased connectedness with and among our audiences ─ develop YTA virtual, interactive and  

website capabilities  

 * Collaborations with other nonprofits ─ to build audiences for the arts             

 *   Major YTA Arts Weekend (March 2022) – to feature an exciting new Bach, Beethoven & Barbecue gala,  

37th annual Young Texas Artists Music Competition, YTA Finalists’ Concert & Awards and added attractions!

Silver liningS Can Make DreaMS CoMe True!

ON  VALUE OF YOUNG TEXAS ARTISTS ---------------

“I am overwhelmed with the talent this evening. What you’re doing 
is building a much stronger community, state and nation. Music is 
invaluable to our society. Make certain that you’re a supporter of this 
great organization, because the good you do is truly extraordinary.” 
Ron Losby, CEO, Steinway & Sons, New York 
(above with 2019 YTA Competition winners)

“YTA really makes a difference — for promising young Texans, for our 
community and throughout the State of Texas. Your support is important 
and well-placed with YTA.”                                         
Alan “Barb” Sadler, former Montgomery County Judge (1991 – 2014)

“Young Texas Artists is a leader in elevating the arts and quality of life, 
which significantly impact the progress and economic well-being of our 
entire region. I strongly urge participation in The Campaign for Young 
Texas Artists.”  
Gil Staley, CEO, The Woodlands Area Economic Development 
Partnership

ON PERFORMANCE OPPORTUNITIES --------------

“Live performances are the driving force in a young artist’s career growth, 
and the lack of safe performance opportunities has certainly been a 
challenge. This past year has definitely felt like a period of dormancy in 
my career.”  
Chelsea de Souza, piano, 2020 Silver Medal

“For emerging artists, without a pandemic, it has already been 
challenging to find performance opportunities.” 
Won Lee, flute, 2019 YTA Gold Medal

“When gigs get canceled, you not only lost that gig and the money, 
but you also lose the potential connections you have made with those 
companies and the opportunity to actually work for them.” 
Bronwyn White, soprano, YTA 2019 Silver Medal

“Being in the early stages of my career ─ still a full-time graduate student 
─ the pandemic has stifled my career trajectory. There are fewer jobs I can 
apply for ─ virtually none.”
Arin Sarkissian, flute, 2020 YTA Gold Medal  

ON CASH AWARDS --------------

“The cash award I received from the Young Texas Artists competition 
ended up paying my rent. The pandemic had just started, and I lost all my 
contracts. On a normal basis, those cash awards can supply the next 10 
auditions and the next five weeks of groceries.”
Michael Skarke, countertenor, 2020 YTA Silver Medal    
 

“The financial challenge is usually the biggest one. It is simply so 
competitive in this industry, and it requires you to invest a lot before you 
can start making money.”
Zhengyi Huang, piano, 2020 YTA Gold Medal

“Cash awards have made the difference and allow you to keep training.  
At the emerging artist stage, there aren’t many opportunities to make 
enough money to earn a living.”
Elena Villalon, soprano, 2020 YTA Gold Medal 

ON CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND MENTORING --------------

“This is a crucial way to approach our goals. YTA is a great organization for 
supporting emerging artists.” 
Zhi-Yuan Luo, clarinet, 2019 YTA Audience Award & Silver Medal

“That would give the artist being mentored a tremendous advantage, just 
knowing the workings of everything before going into the world – also a 
wonderful network.”
Julia Vicic, viola, 2020 YTA Silver Medal

“You can learn completely different skills that otherwise you might never 
have the opportunity to learn. It’s the next level of education.”  
Michael Skarke, countertenor, 2020 YTA Silver Medal 

ON YOUNG TEXAS ARTISTS MUSIC COMPETITION ---------------

“It’s been such a big milestone in my life! It’s a goal and opportunity to 
work toward and a high point of my time in Texas.” 
John Belk, cello, 2019 YTA Silver Medal

“It’s a famous competition in Texas with every performance a chance that 
is so important in my life!”
Chin-Tze Lee, clarinet, 2020 YTA Silver Medal

“As a Texas resident, it’s so nice to have a competition that extols such 
high artistic values.” 
Brennan Blankenship, mezzo soprano, 2019 YTA Competition, Gold 
Medal 

“I had the best possible experience. I was impressed with the 
organization. Everything was smooth, professional, and it was a fantastic 
boost for me. I was more confident. I had more enthusiasm to continue 
what I’m already doing. And you know, I got to speak with the judges, 
and one was a conductor. We exchanged information, so that was a new 
connection. I loved Bach, Beethoven & Barbecue, too!”                                                                                  
Artem Kuznetsov, piano, 2019 YTA Grand Prize & Gold Medal  
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Gil Staley, CEO, The Woodlands Area Economic Development 
Partnership

ON PERFORMANCE OPPORTUNITIES --------------

“Live performances are the driving force in a young artist’s career growth, 
and the lack of safe performance opportunities has certainly been a 
challenge. This past year has definitely felt like a period of dormancy in 
my career.”  
Chelsea de Souza, piano, 2020 Silver Medal

“For emerging artists, without a pandemic, it has already been 
challenging to find performance opportunities.” 
Won Lee, flute, 2019 YTA Gold Medal

“When gigs get canceled, you not only lost that gig and the money, 
but you also lose the potential connections you have made with those 
companies and the opportunity to actually work for them.” 
Bronwyn White, soprano, YTA 2019 Silver Medal

“Being in the early stages of my career ─ still a full-time graduate student 
─ the pandemic has stifled my career trajectory. There are fewer jobs I can 
apply for ─ virtually none.”
Arin Sarkissian, flute, 2020 YTA Gold Medal  

ON CASH AWARDS --------------

“The cash award I received from the Young Texas Artists competition 
ended up paying my rent. The pandemic had just started, and I lost all my 
contracts. On a normal basis, those cash awards can supply the next 10 
auditions and the next five weeks of groceries.”
Michael Skarke, countertenor, 2020 YTA Silver Medal    
 

“The financial challenge is usually the biggest one. It is simply so 
competitive in this industry, and it requires you to invest a lot before you 
can start making money.”
Zhengyi Huang, piano, 2020 YTA Gold Medal

“Cash awards have made the difference and allow you to keep training.  
At the emerging artist stage, there aren’t many opportunities to make 
enough money to earn a living.”
Elena Villalon, soprano, 2020 YTA Gold Medal 

ON CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND MENTORING --------------

“This is a crucial way to approach our goals. YTA is a great organization for 
supporting emerging artists.” 
Zhi-Yuan Luo, clarinet, 2019 YTA Audience Award & Silver Medal

“That would give the artist being mentored a tremendous advantage, just 
knowing the workings of everything before going into the world – also a 
wonderful network.”
Julia Vicic, viola, 2020 YTA Silver Medal

“You can learn completely different skills that otherwise you might never 
have the opportunity to learn. It’s the next level of education.”  
Michael Skarke, countertenor, 2020 YTA Silver Medal 

ON YOUNG TEXAS ARTISTS MUSIC COMPETITION ---------------

“It’s been such a big milestone in my life! It’s a goal and opportunity to 
work toward and a high point of my time in Texas.” 
John Belk, cello, 2019 YTA Silver Medal

“It’s a famous competition in Texas with every performance a chance that 
is so important in my life!”
Chin-Tze Lee, clarinet, 2020 YTA Silver Medal

“As a Texas resident, it’s so nice to have a competition that extols such 
high artistic values.” 
Brennan Blankenship, mezzo soprano, 2019 YTA Competition, Gold 
Medal 

“I had the best possible experience. I was impressed with the 
organization. Everything was smooth, professional, and it was a fantastic 
boost for me. I was more confident. I had more enthusiasm to continue 
what I’m already doing. And you know, I got to speak with the judges, 
and one was a conductor. We exchanged information, so that was a new 
connection. I loved Bach, Beethoven & Barbecue, too!”                                                                                  
Artem Kuznetsov, piano, 2019 YTA Grand Prize & Gold Medal  



 THE CAMPAIGN FOR YOUNG TEXAS ARTISTS
2021 ANNUAL FUND – $50,000 MATCHING GRANT CHALLENGE

  
YES, WE WILL HELP RAISE $100,000 FOR YOUNG TEXAS ARTISTS. PLEASE MATCH OUR GIFT!                                          

NAME/S  (please print)_______________________________________________________________________________

MAILING ADDRESS __________________________________________________________________________________

EMAIL ____________________________________________________   PHONE _________________________________

DONOR LEVEL 

           $10,000 GUARANTOR       $5,000 PATRON               $3,500 SUSTAINER          $2,500 PACESETTER               

           $1,000 FRIEND          $500 SUPPORTER           $250 FAN                          OTHER  $___________________
               

All donors will be Charter Members of the YTA Annual Fund. Donors of $250 and above will be honored  
at a special performance and party next Fall. 

Donors of $2,500 and above will receive additional recognition including print and media materials.

PLEASE SEND YOUR GIFT OR PLEDGE BY MAY 15, 2021    
EACH WILL BE MATCHED 100%, UP TO A TOTAL $50,000, POTENTIALLY RAISING $100,000 BY THE MAY 15 DEADLINE. 

 IN HONOR or   IN MEMORY OF ____________________________________________________________________

Please notify: _______________________________________________________________________________________

Address ______________________________________________________ Phone ________________________________

PAYMENT OPTIONS

  Enclosed is our check in the amount of $________________________  (make payable to Young Texas Artists, Inc.)

  We wish to pledge $_____________________. Please send an invoice for payment by May 15, 2021.

  Please charge $____________________ to (check one)       Visa         MasterCard          Discover          AMEX 

        Credit Card #______________________________________________ Exp. Date_____________ Code____________ 

        Name on Card (print)_______________________________________ Signature______________________________

  Corporate Matching Gifts:  I have advised my employer to match my gift to this annual fund.

GIFTS OF STOCKS, SECURITIES or ESTATE AND PLANNED GIFTS: Please call Susie Pokorski 936.756.7017 

PLEASE MAIL OR EMAIL COMPLETED FORM TO:
Susie Moore Pokorski, YTA President/CEO, 1608 Pine Oak Drive, Conroe, Texas 77304 

ytasusiep@gmail.com         Or, contribute online at youngtexasartists.com   

Young Texas Artists, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. 
Donations are tax deductible to the fullest extent of the law.



MOST GRATEFUL APPRECIATION
FROM

YOUNG TEXAS ARTISTS

YOUNG TEXAS ARTISTS (YTA) is a one-of-a-kind non-profit presenter of music competitions 
and events, career development programs and cultural enrichment outreach. We educate, 

inspire and build audiences for classical music and the other fine arts.
YTA has been inspiring excellence in Texas since 1983.

YOUNG TEXAS ARTISTS has helped to launch careers of more than 2,500 classical musicians 
and enrich the cultural quality of our communities. YTA also has become a cultural jewel of 
Texas with national and international recognition. These achievements have been possible 
only with support from our exceptional donors and volunteers. 

Emerging Texas artists have seen dreams come true. YTA alumni include a Grammy winner 
and two nominees, leading singers at the Metropolitan Opera, a 2017 silver medalist in the 
famed Van Cliburn International  Piano Competition, and others performing or teaching at 
major companies and conservatories around the world. 

Two cornerstones of YTA are the acclaimed Young Texas Artists Music Competition
and the new YTA Career Development Program. They provide important professional 
guidance and performance opportunities vital to progress and jobs.    

An Official Music Competition of the State of Texas, the YTA contest is unique. It is open to 
classical artists, ages 18-32, who are Texas residents or affiliated with a Texas music school. 
It is also the only Texas competition with four divisions: Voice; Piano; Strings; and Orchestral 
Instruments. Judges are distinguished professionals from leading orchestras, operas and 
music conservatories. 

Thankfully, the 2020 YTA Competition was completed. However, the popular Finalists’ 
Concert & Awards,  Bach, Beethoven & Barbecue benefit gala, and YTA Circle events  
sadly were cancelled for 2020 and 2021 due to the pandemic. Their 2022 return is highly-
anticipated, along with other popular YTA programs and community outreach.

YOUNG TEXAS ARTISTS, INC. is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization founded and headquartered in 
Conroe, Montgomery County, Texas.

In 1918, in the midst of a global pandemic and World War I, this classic was 

composed by musical theater greats, Jerome Kern and B.G. DeSylva. Their 

timeless words inspire us with gratitude and hope for brighter days ahead.

LOOK FOR THE 
SILVER LINING

Look for the silver lining,   
When e’er a cloud appears in the blue.

Remember somewhere the sun is shining, 
And so the right thing to do,  

Is make it shine for you. 

A heart, full of joy and gladness,  
Will always banish sadness and strife.

So always look for the silver lining, 
and try to find the sunny side of life.

OUR MISSION IS TO

ENCOURAGE EXCELLENCE

IN YOUNG TEXAS MUSICIANS,

INSPIRE THEIR AUDIENCES

AND ENRICH THE CULTURAL

LIFE OF OUR STATE.

Silver Linings
THE CAMPAIGN FOR YOUNG TEXAS ARTISTS


